
July’2016

1. Loop line point zone track circuit work has been completed and 
commissioned at NDT station.

2. Remodeling of ABR yard have been completed with Engineering staff.
3. Both existing DG sets have been shifted in newly constructed DG room 

at RRI/AII.
4. Selection table tested at Officers level at AII and KWI stations.
5. LC77 in KZQ yard has been shifted at new location in connection with 

doubling work.
6. Plantation of 39 trees has been done at various stations in SSEs section.

June’2016

1. 01No. over aged Point Machines was replaced at FA-01 station.

2. 50 Nos. over aged secondary cells replaced (BRLY-24 Nos. 4V/12AH, 
JWB-24 Nos. 4V/12AH, ABR-02 Nos. 2V/40AH)  in AII-PNU section to 
improve reliability of signaling power supply system.

May’2016

1. Complete track circuiting on main line commissioned at Nathdwara 

station.

2. New Earth arrangements provided at 07 stations in MJ-PNU section (JAL, 

BGPR, RANI, KZQ, FA, BRLY and JWB).

3. CRS sanction of Rupaheli Zinc siding received.



April ’2016

1. 160 Nos. of Route conventional lamps have been replaced by LED lamps 
in AII-MJ section. 

2. 01 Nos. old Point Machines has been replaced at FA-01 station.
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